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Forward Looking Statements
Statements in this presentation and related webcast concerning Juniper Networks' business outlook; economic and
market outlook; expectations with respect to the markets in which it operates, the implications of cloud
technologies, and the adoption and usage of cloud technologies and architectures; expectations with respect to
market trends and future strategy; ability to expand business opportunities; expectations with respect to growth;
and overall future prospects are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act that involve a number of uncertainties and risks. Actual results or events could differ materially from
those anticipated in those forward-looking statements as a result of several factors, including: general economic
and political conditions globally or regionally; business and economic conditions in the networking industry;
changes in overall technology spending by our customers and spending by communication service providers and
major customers, including Cloud providers; the network capacity requirements of our customers and, in particular,
cloud and communication service providers; increases in and the effect of competition; delays in scheduled product
availability; market acceptance of Juniper Networks products and services; rapid technological and market change;
adoption of regulations or standards affecting Juniper Networks products, services or the networking industry; and
other factors listed in Juniper Networks’ most recent report on Form 10-Q or 10-K filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. All statements made in this presentation and related webcast are made only as of the date
of this presentation. Juniper Networks undertakes no obligation to update the information in this presentation in the
event facts or circumstances subsequently change.
Statement of Product Direction
In this presentation and related webcast, we may disclose information related to our development and plans for
future products, features or enhancements ("SOPD"). SOPD information is subject to change at any time, without
notice. Except as may be set forth in definitive agreements, we are not providing any assurances, or assuming any
responsibility, that future products, features or enhancements will be introduced. Except as may be set forth in
definitive agreements, customers should not base purchasing decisions upon reliance of timeframes or specifics
outlined in an SOPD, because we may delay or never introduce the future products, features or enhancements.
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BIFURCATION OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE MARKET
Builders

Users

CONTROL

CONVENIENCE

Subsystems

Components

Devices

Builders will provide fit-for-purpose clouds
where purpose might mean:
•
•
•
•

Cost
Application performance
Security or compliance
Customer control

DIY

Ref
Arch

Solutions

Cloud

Managed
Cloud

Users will choose on price and convenience
where convenience might mean:
•
•
•
•

Reliability
Mean time to deploy
Mean time to insight
Consistency of experience

Selling to builders is about fine-grained control. Selling to users is about making networking simpler.
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A MULTICLOUD FUTURE

AWS VPC - 1
Kubernetes

OpenShift
OpenStack
VMware

GCP VPC - 2

…

Contrail
Security

Cloud features

Supplier management

Data privacy

Proximity

Transition from
private to public
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FROM DISRUPTION,
COMES GREAT
OPPORTUNITY
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EXPECTED IMPLICATIONS OF CLOUD
Architectures
will change
•
•

•

•

Legacy networks are too
expensive and too complex
A cheaper knockoff of the
status quo serves only
incrementalist buying
patterns
Infrastructure must become
invisible to users, which
requires unified policy and
control
Must be a rise of multicloud
orchestration tools; value
will accrue at the point of
control

Multicloud is
multi-vendor
•
•

Proprietary solutions are
non-starters
Cisco faces a strategic crisis:
opening up their architecture
destroys their competitive
moat, but building closed
systems is counter to
industry movement

Channel will
be up for grabs
•

•

Channel players with cloud
and software expertise will rise
up
Emerging partner ecosystem
around cloud properties will be
important

More than
products
•

•

Technology transitions (like
merchant silicon in the data
center) can be product led
Operational transitions (like
multicloud) require a strong
services play

Incumbency will be shattered. And that hurts the incumbent and everyone basing their strategy on
incumbent dynamics.
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SECURE AND AUTOMATED MULTICLOUD
Data Center

Public
WAN

Private
WAN

Public Cloud

Campus

Branch

Data Center

End to End

Multicloud is about managing resources as a single, cohesive infrastructure.
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OPERATING AS MULTICLOUD
Secure

Orchestrate

Connect

Top to Bottom

See

Contrail
Enterprise Multicloud

SRX Series

Contrail
Enterprise Multicloud

Contrail
Enterprise Multicloud

vMX/vSRX

Junos
Software

EX/MX/QFX Series

Software controls the multicloud-ready infrastructure.
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ORCHESTRATION AND VISIBILITY

Contrail Enterprise Multicloud

Any Cloud
Private cloud data
centers, public cloud
and VMware private
clouds

Any Workload
Bare metal servers, physical
networking devices, public cloud
instances, virtual machines, and
containers

Any Deployment
Greenfield or
brownfield, single- or
multi-vendor

One platform for end to end policy and control with visibility.
Open alternative to ACI and NSX.
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CONTRAIL ENTERPRISE MULTICLOUD
Contrail Command

Contrail Command

Contrail Command

Contrail Command

Build Fabric
Username

Password

Provide Hybrid Connectivity
Build PODs
Apply Netw / Sec. Policies

Operator

Manage User Conn. &
Policies
Monitor / Troubleshoot

Shifting multi location complexity into one interface.

AWS VPC - 1

Kubernetes

Multicloud
Architecture

OpenShift

…

OpenStack

GCP VPC - 2

VMware
Contrail
Security
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NAVIGATING TECHNOLOGY TRANSITIONS
Vendor marketing
perspective
•
•
•

New technology represents new
opportunity
The greater the promise, the more
compelling the solution
Unlocking value requires moving to
future state

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

All transitions carry a
procurement cost
OpEx always goes up before it
goes down as users support
both old and new
New solutions (esp. new
technology) represent risk

Quantifiable benefits
Market peer pressure

Close deals with:

Transition Gap

End-user
perspective
•

Pique interest
with:
• New technology buzz

Opportunity Gap

Familiar interfaces
Integration with existing
tools
Industry soak time

Incumbents sell
‘here’. Challengers
sell ‘there’.

Real traction comes from people who sell ‘getting from here to there’.
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DATA CENTER TO MULTICLOUD
Five steps to the long-term vision

Data Center
to Multicloud
Discovery

Hybrid Cloud
Multi Domain
Data Center
Simplified
Data Center

• Workflow automation

Legacy
Data Center

• Fabric

• Automated remediation

• Telemetry

• DC 3-tier

• AWS, Azure, GPC…

• Threat detection

• Perimeter Security

• Leashed policy
• Root cause insight

• SDN - overlay

• 70% time to market
• -40% systems/admin

• Microsegmentation

• +100x resource
scaling speed
• Increase 400+:1 in
VM/resource

• ~35% IT staff time with
self-service capabilities
• -38% savings in IT
infrastructure platform
costs per application

Secure and
Automated
Multicloud
• Intent-driven
networking
• Unified cloud policy
• Orchestrated clouds
decreasing IT efforts
by 30%
• +66% in faster
application life cycles

• -65% effort with
centralized & simplified
security policies
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THANK YOU
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